
Michael Wenninger is coming to New Orleans for an intimate pair of Special Topic Classes. 

Space is Limited!  

It's been years since Michael has offered a class in the United States.  

We're thrilled that he's returning to New Orleans for a pair of back to back Special Topic Classes this Spring.  

 

March 20-22, 2020 What do I do for...?  

&  

March 27-29, 2020 The Physio Philosophy of Jin Shin Jyutsu 

 

Michael retired from the United States Air Force in 1985 and Lockheed Martin, an aerospace company, in 1998, where he served in various 

command and corporate positions. He began studying Jin Shin Jyutsu in 1992. In 2010, he joined the faculty of Jin Shin Jyutsu. Since then he has 

taught throughout North and South America, Europe, the Middle East and South Pacific. He is also a Buddhist teacher, leads Zen studies and 

practice and provides meditation instructions for corporations and individuals in the United States and Europe. He is a student of Qi Gong and 

Kyudo.  

 

March 20-22, 2020 What do I do for...?   Frequently, when a client has a project, we don’t know what flow to use or where to begin. We struggle 

looking for the “Right Flow” and in so doing, we create uncertainty our practice. We believe there is only one right flow and we either don’t 

remember it or can’t find it in our notes. Many times, we look to others for answers. This Special Topic Class will focus on this question, “What is 

the right flow for…?” By utilizing information gathered from pulse listening, body reading, and relationships presented in Text 1 and 2, (The Trinity, 

Six Pointed Star, Five Pointed Star, Lumbar Circle, etc.), students will learn how to shift their understanding from technique to becoming the Artless 

Artist. Students will discover that there is no “Right Flow,” but many choices of flows for any project and understand why that is so.  

 

March 27-29, 2020 The Physio Philosophy of Jin Shin Jyutsu   To study and practice Jin Shin Jyutsu is to develop the awareness to understand the 

relationships of spirit, mind, and body. This awareness is based upon Mary’s statement that WE are ONE., the Cosmos itself. This Infinite Truth (IT) 

is the ‘root’ of our awareness. This is the artless art of Jin Shin Jyutsu. IT IS when we nurture this awareness that we see inside the ONENESS of IT 

and experience all that is interrelated and interconnected in wholeness. This is the Physio-Philosophy of Jin Shin Jyutsu…a philosophy of awareness 

that understands this effortless reality moves flawlessly and impeccably from one moment to the next. There are no exceptions to this natural 

unfolding of Beingness. This Special Topic Class on Awareness will examine and discuss how Mary embedded these principles in Text 1, Text 2 and 

Self-Help Books I, II, III. The class will include lecture, practical demonstrations, and hands-on.  

Students should spend some time with The Answer Sheet before attending.  

 

The class will be held @ Affordable Healing Arts, in the New Orleans Healing Center 

2372 St Claude Ave, New Orleans, LA 70117 

 

The setting will be an intimate small classroom, with hands on each day. 

 

To reserve your space, contact: Eric Clark Pollard 504-330-6963  

JinShinNOLA@gmail.com ~  PO Box 791086 NO, LA 70179 

 

Join us! Spread the word!  

Harmony is in Your Hands ! 
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